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High Occurrences of Fog in the Po Valley
The Po Valley is a region in northern Italy between the
Alps and Apennine mountains where pollutants from
industrial and agricultural activity accumulate. With
1
fog occurring up to 30% of the time during the winter,
it is important to study the chemical composition and
solar radiation absorption properties of fog water.
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Figure 1:
The Po Valley, located in northern Italy

Figure 2:
San Pietro Capofiume field station

characteristic absorptivities using Beer’s law.
Performing a Gaussian fit on the spectra allows us to
correlate the absorption at different wavelengths to
data such as carbon content.
Figure 5:
Three examples of UV-Visible
light
absorption
spectra
obtained in a liquid waveguide
capillary cell. All samples had
little absorption in the visible
range, with increasing absorption at lower and lower wavelengths. The inset shows how
the spectra were Gaussian
fitted.

Organic Carbon/Nitrogen and Ion Content

Some possible
nitrogen-containing compounds
that are present
in Po Valley fog3

UV-Visible Light Absorption Spectra
Light absorption spectra can be acquired by an
Ultra-Violet/Visible spectrophotometer, and show the
wavelengths at which the fog water absorbs light. The
absorption values are also used to calculate

Figure 6:
Ion chromatography system

Figure 7:
Nitrogen analyzer

Figure 8:
Organic carbon analyzer

Total organic carbon and total nitrogen content were
measured, and several ions (including nitrite, nitrate,
ammonium, sulfate, potassium, and amines) were
found using ion chromatography. Inorganic nitrogen-containing compound concentrations were subtracted from the total nitrogen content to get the
organic nitrogen values shown below.
C:N Ratio

A representation
of the uptake of
pollutants into
cloud or fog
droplets2

The Angstrom exponent is a number dependent on
the composition of the fog water. It is calculated by a
power law fit on the linear section of the absorption
spectra. The high values obtained when analyzing Po
Valley samples suggest that the optically active spe4
cies which are present come from biomass burning.
Figure 10:
Correlating the Angstrom
exponent, which ranged
from 4 to 9, to the organic
carbon : organic nitrogen
ratio reveals an increasing
Angstrom exponent with
higher nitrogen content.

Conclusions and Future Work

Why is this Important?
Fog samples from this area contain compounds that
absorb light, and this radiative forcing may be significant. Aqueous processing occurs quickly, constantly
changing the composition of aerosol particles or fog
water.
While many chemists have studied the
inorganic components of fog, less is known about
compounds containing organic carbon or organic
nitrogen.
Figure 4:
Figure 3:

Angstrom Exponent

Figure 9:
Organic carbon and organic
nitrogen content, with an
overlay of the organic
carbon : organic nitrogen
ratio. This ratio varies from
1-4, suggesting that compounds containing nitrogen
have a large contribution to
the light absorbing properties of fog water.

There is a correlation between the absorption of UVVisible light and organic carbon, and between
absorption of light below 300 nm and organic nitrogen. The high Angstrom exponents suggest that biomass burning is a likely source of optically active species. All samples will be analyzed by aerosol mass
spectrometry to further study the organic compounds
present in fog. Proton NMR will also be used to look at
concentrations of levoglucosan, a tracer for biomass
burning.
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